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A£S.tract •. - ThE' increase in energy of heavy ions (including uranium) from 200-300 to 

1000-2000 MC!V/nucleon in the ring cyclotron with the passage of the integral radial resonances 

( q I" = 2 and 3) is considered. The mE'an intensity in this relativistic ion factory will be high

hE'r approximately by 2-3 ordE'r than that in the fast-cycling synchrotron, for the same ion 

energy at a relatively low vacuum. 

At present, E.everal cyclotrons to accelE'rate 

ions with the mass number A= 20-60 up to 20-

-100 MeV/nucleon (2-10 MeV/nuclE'on for the ura

nium ions) hu.ve beE'n started up or are in the 

course of assE'mbly 1-4) A number of cyclo-

trons to obtain a heavy ion energy of 200-300 

MeV/nucleon are bC!ing dC!velopE'd 5-9). The 

heavy ion energy can be furthE'r incrE'ased up 

to 1-2 GeV/nucleon in the cyclotron regime on 

the basis of thE' ring cyclotron with the passage 

of the integral radial resonances qr = 2 and 

3 
10) 

The ring cyclotron with the passage 

of the integral radial betatron oE.cillation resonan-

CE' qr= 2,3,4 ... vIas proposed to accelE'rate thE' 

intensive proton beams up to several GeV for gE'-

nerating the K-mesons and neutrons 
11) 

A slow passage of the integral resonances fol

lowed by a strong post-rE'sonance decrt'ase 

(with an increasing energy of the chargC!d 

particle and oscillation q) of the forced radial 

umplitudE' excited in the integral resonance was 

revealed on the basis of numerical modelling by 

the· complete nonlinear equations of motion. 

The strong non-linearity of the equations of mo-

tion and magnetic field with space variation re

sults in nonlinear shift of free radial oscillutions 

o",ing to the jump of the forced oscillation ampli-

tude. This limits the distortion of the closed 01"-

bit in the integral resonance and permits a slow 

paE.sage ( in terms of energy gain per turn) of 

the resonance zone. As the nonlinear effects dec-

rease with increasing qr ' the distortion of the 

orbit decrE'ases. The free oscillation amplitude is 

adiabatically damping with an increasing energy 

of particle 12,J.3). The proton ring cyclo-

trons of the K aon-factory type have been under 

development since 1978 in Canada (8.5 GeV, 

400 pA) 14) and Switzerland (8 GeV, 

100-200 UA)15). C 'd t· . . t I onSi era ion is given 0 a 

possibility of using the ring cyclotron as a neut

ron generator at a proton energy of 3 GeV and 

a mean beam current of 4-5 mA. A possibility of 

increasing the heavy ion energy attained at the 

4-metre cyclotron, up to 250 and, E.ubse quently, 

1000 MeV/nucleon by means of a cascade of 

two ring cyclotrons has been studied, since 1979, 

at the NRL ( JUNR ). 

Possible parametC!rs of a high-energy high

-current ring cyclotron to acceleratc! heavy ions 

(A ~ 60, A/Z = 2) fron] 300 up to 1000 MeV/ 

/nucleon, are given in the table 10). The ura-

nium ions (A/Z = 2.56) can be accelerated up 

to an energy of - 650 MeV/nucleon. At the cyclo-
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tron inj"ction the ion charge incrpcIses by neorly 

one-half due to ""tripping. The ozimuthdl extC'nsion 

of spiral sector is ~ J 50; the spiral angle varies 

by '" 5': at the period of mdgnetic field structure. 

At a tolerance on the second magnetic field har

monic of 0.5 G and an energy gain per turn of 

3 1\1eV per unit charge the' increase in the forced 

radial amplitude of ion in the integral resonance 

region q = 2(1' = 1050 cm. W",,920 MeV/nucleon) 
I' 

is '" 2 cm • At an ion energy of 1000 MeV/nuc-

leon (q I' "" 2.1) the forced amplitude will decrease 

down to _ 1.5 cm. If the periodicity of magnetic 

field structure is taken to be 10. the interrwl 
th 

(>"tructural) resonance of the 4 -order takes pla-

ce at a freqUEnCY of qr = 2.5 and is therefore 

not achieved during thC' acceleration process. It 

will be noted that the use of the superconducting 

windings will permit the rddidl extent of the ring 

cyclotron to be reduced in half (Ho "" 10 kG) or 

the ion energy to be roughly doubled ( the pe

riodicity of magnetic field structure is 12). The 

ion extraction with an efficiency of .., 100% ( an 

bC' redli zed on the bdsis of the cloe;C'd-orbit 

C'xpansion e[[C'ct .5) • '1'he expected number of 

ions per second, accC'lC'rated in thC' ring cyclo

tron, will be 10
14 

for the argon ions dnd 

1011 _ 10
12 

for the uranium ions at a vacuum 

of 10-
7 

torr). It should be noted for a conlpari-

son that the expE,cted number of ions per second 

(at dn energy of GeV/nucleon) to be occe-

lerated in a fast-cycling synchrotron will be near

ly 1011 _ 109 at a vacuum of 10 - 10torr 

16) At d VClcuum of 2.10-
9 

torr the attainable 

numbC'r of ions per second will bC' still les>" 
17) 

'l'he consideration demonstrdtes thC' C'ncour-

aging possibilities of the method of heavy ion 

dcceleration from 200-300 to 1000-2000 MeV/nuc

IC'on in the ring cyclotron "i th the passage of the 

integral resonances in qr since the mean beam 

intensity is here 2-3 ordC'r higher than that atta

ined in a fast-cycling synchrotron for' the same 

ions energy at a relatively low vacuum. A furth

er development of the heavy-ion cyclotron comp

lex will be connected with ion acceleration up to 

1-2 GeV/nucleon. Creation of the relativistic ion 

factories will permit us to study new properties 

of nuclear mdtter 
18) 
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Tab 1 e 

Possible pdrameters of u high-energy high-current ring cyclotron to accelerate heavy 

ions ~""/~ ~ 2) up to dn energy of :1 GeV/nucleon 

{:-)aramotor 

Injection energy, ~/leV/nucleon 

Finul energy, GeV/nucleon 

Magnetic field at the centre, kG 

Infinite energy rudius, em 

Initiul radius, em 

Final radius, em 

Field-structure periodicity 

.t-'\rchirnedian spiral lJararneter, CIT) 

Field varicttion 

Magnetic field at r
i 

kG 

Magnetic field at r
f 

' KG 

Axidl betatron oscillation frequc'ncy 

Radiul betatron oscillution frequency 

Number of resonutoY's 

Energy gain p"r turn, MeV per unit charge 

Radio-frequency po"" cr, I<VJ 

Magnet "eight, t 

Magnet consumption povver, ~;JVV 

Number of ions per second 

Extraction efficiency, '10 

V a 

300 

:1 

5 

:125:1 

8:10 

:1090 

:10 

u e 

55.6 - 69.4 

0.6-:1 

6.6 

:10.2 

0.2 

:1.3-2.:1 

5 

3 

750 

8000 
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